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Tracy Fortune, Dell Horey, 
Toula Nicolacopoulos

…enable graduates to address
major current social, economic, 

technological & political issues & 
be able to adapt & apply learning 

to the challenges of  the future
(Future Ready 2013)

Taken from ‘Future Ready’ – Learning and Teaching on La Trobe website (accessed 23/04/13 -http://www.latrobe.edu.au/about/vision/learning-and-teaching
The essentials – A discussion paper, 2013.

The Essentials

http://www.latrobe.edu.au/about/vision/learning-and-teaching
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[essentials] not graduate 
capabilities….. 

‘values, attitudes and 
propensities to act which 

underpin them…..’

Ling, L. (2012) Graduate Capabilities – A concept paper for discussion

(cited in LTU – Essentials Discussion Paper, 2013)

The Building Academic Excellence in GCE project is 
all about

• Understanding how our colleagues at Latrobe are 
thinking about global citizenship

• Celebrating, showcasing and ultimately learning from 
diversity in thought and practice

• Forming a community of  practice(CoP) to develop and 
share educational ideas, and promote scholarship. 
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Lilley et al 2016b

Universities commonly articulate an 
aim of  educating global citizens in 
policy documents. Yet, the global 
citizen ‘idea’ is rarely explained and 
has limited evidence in practice 
(Leask & Bridge, 2013).

Educating for GC – ideas from the literature
• Fostering students’ moral compass (Green 2012)

• Cultural understanding built on self-understanding (Rizvi, 2009)

• [having & learning from] ‘Out of  comfort zone’ experiences 

• Transformative learning (Mezirow, 1991) 

• ‘Discomforting, disorienting, disequilibrium (Lilley, et al 2015a)

• Educational focus: attitude or action?

• GC – an identity or a practice? (Biesta & Lawy, 2006)

• Purpose & positioning of  students/graduates globally
• employable, culturally literate (the marketable cosmopolitan)

• tolerant, ethical, just  (the advocate/activist)  (Oxley & Morris, 2013)
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La Trobe Community of  Practice: 
Education for global Citizenship

• What do we need/want from a community of  practice?

• Is there a shared imagining of  GC that we might like to talk about 
further?

• Being more explicit with our students about our aims for them as 
GCs –do they have a sense of  our ‘take’ on the notion? 

• Who have we missed - how do we promote this more widely?

Mini-Grants:  $2000 

• Staff only (involvement of students as partners desirable)

• needs to yield some share-able ‘product/s’ – a tangible resource that will be shared with LTU colleagues

Example: Gini’s project will:
• (further) develop/ pilot a GC learning activity, associated assessment task & rubric
• gather student feedback (interviews /surveys students)
• interview staff re teaching/assessment experience / feedback 

Shareable Product: Gini develops a 2 page case study – outlining linked ILOs; assessment description, 
the rubric, with a summary/reflection on implementation issues  supported by staff / student feedback.
Or, Gini could share a summarised version of a manuscript she is preparing for publication. 

How Gini might use the $$ :
• Pay for interview transcripts
• travel / present work at a conference in her discipline 
• support one of the students to present with her
• Use the $$ to support sessional backfill allowing time to prepare manuscript
• Pay $ journal publication fees.
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For the future: Please be part of  our CoP

• Another Lunchtime seminar in October

• Full day seminar in the 2018 inter-semester break (Collins street)

• Launch series of  ongoing CoP seminars 

• Blog launch

• Newsletter

• Please take 30 seconds to jot down one or two key things 
that you have taken from todays session (scrunch it up and 
throw it….)

Gert Biesta: What should really 
matter in education?

Formation toward a grown-up 
way of  being in the world….

in which we acknowledge and 
care for what and who is other (slide 

15)

https://www.slideshare.net/orlanielsen/gert-biesta-denmark-february-
2015

https://www.slideshare.net/orlanielsen/gert-biesta-denmark-february-2015

